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Abstract. Aim of the research is to model the system for cataloguing in
the UNIMARC format which does not require specific knowledge of
cataloguing formats. The Unified Modeling Language (UML 2.0) is used
for the specification of both the information requirements and the
architecture model of system for cataloguing. The research finding is a
model of system for cataloguing in UNIMARC format by which authors
themselves can process their bibliographic entries without knowing
UNIMARC format. Bibliographic records formed in this way can be
further processed according to adopted standards by librarians.
Limitation of research results lies in the additional modeling of graphic
user interface for the purpose of changing input data set of library
documents. This limitation can be surpassed by specifying the input data
set which would be used for automatic generation of appropriate user
interface. The specification could be realized by means of XML Schema
language. Practical usage of the research findings is the basic for the
implementation of a Web application intended for the creation of
electronic catalogues and bibliographies of researchers and scientific
institutions. Integration of the catalogue into BISIS makes it publicly
available through a standard user interface for searching bibliographic
records on the Internet. In addition, that application could be integrated
into various librarian software systems. The contribution of this work is in
the model architecture of the system for cataloguing in the UNIMARC
format. User interface (described by use case diagrams) is connected
with object model of UNIMARC format. According to that, any change or
addition of new input data set of library documents requires only the
change of use case diagrams which describe user interface while the
rest of the model remains the same.
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1.

Introduction

The paper represents one of the results of the development of the BISIS
library information system. The BISIS system has been continually developed
at the University of Novi Sad since 1993. The current version of the system is
3.1. The BISIS system enables work in a single library as well as work in a
library network [1, 2]. The BISIS system supports cataloguing based on the
UNIMARC format. Thus, in order to use the system, the librarian should have
specific knowledge related to cataloguing based on the UNIMARC format.
Intensive efforts were devoted to the application of the XML technologies
within the development of the BISIS library software system during the last
several years. In the paper [3], it is shown that UNIMARC format, as well as
the bibliographic record within the UNIMARC format, can be described by the
XMLSchema language. The generation of catalogue cards based on the XML
bibliographic record is described in the paper [4]. Quality control of the XML
bibliographic records in the UNIMARC format is described in the paper [5].
The paper [6] describes modeling and implementation of the software system
for analysis and verification of the application of XML native technologies for
cataloguing in the UNIMARC format. Based on this research the forth version
of the BISIS system was developed. As an integral part of this research
agenda, in this paper we present modeling of system for cataloguing using
the UNIMARC formats which does not require specific knowledge of
UNIMARC formats. On the base of this model it was given the implementation
of the system, which is described in the paper [7].
On the site of the Library of Congress there exists a special section for
MARC standards [8] that contains the list of the software packages (with their
general properties) that, among other functions of the library and information
systems, support also the processing of library documents in accordance with
the MARC 21 format [9]. In order to use the most of these systems it is
necessary to be knowledgeable about the adopted bibliographic standards.
However, there are some applications and software components (for instance
Concourse [10]) which do not require any additional knowledge of standards.
The main idea which is presented in this paper is to enable processing of
library documents in the same environment for boat the librarians and the
users who are not familiar with bibliographic standards.
An extension of the BISIS system is proposed in this paper that enables an
author of library document to process his bibliographic units on his own. This
bibliographic data is structured upon the UNIMARC standard, but knowledge
of this standard is not necessary for its updating. A relational database which
enables use of UNIMARC is proposed for a data warehouse. A relational
database scheme, suitable, just like a memory structure is, for all types of
library documents, is created and implemented for data structuring. Special
Java classes are used for communication between the database and memory
structure. The proposed extension is modelled with UML notation [11].
The presented model of the system extension can also be used for the
implementation of a Web application intended for the creation of electronic
catalogues and bibliographies of researchers and scientific institutions.
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Integration of the catalogue into BISIS makes it publicly available through a
standard user interface for searching bibliographic records on the Internet. In
addition, other browsers and search engines of library documents available
on Internet can be used [12].

2.

UNIMARC format

Among many common and specialized standards for library document
description, the most popular are the MARC (Machine Readable Cataloguing)
[13] and UNIMARC (Universal Machine Readable Cataloguing) formats [14].
UNIMARC format is an international standard for the exchange of
bibliographic data in the machine-readable form. UNIMARC format structure
is hierarchical, and it consists of ten blocks. These blocks are marked with
digits from 0 to 9, where each of them represents special kind of bibliographic
data. Information inside the blocks is organized into the fields.
A field is identified with three digits, where first digit marks field’s belonging
to the particular block. Each field contains two indicators at the most, and the
finite set of subfields. The indicators determine more closely the field content,
relation with other fields in record or appearance of field data in reports; an
indicator consists of one digit or empty character. UNIMARC definition
determines which fields contain indicators and their possible values, as well
as which subfields are contained in the field. A subfield identifier is an
alphanumeric character. The content of a subfield is a text, which is the main
information unit of a UNIMARC record, or a code found in one of the
UNIMARC standard code books. The field can be mandatory, repeatable or
embedded. A field is embedded when it occurs as the content of the subfield
1 belonging to particular fields of the block 4. A subfield can be mandatory
and repeatable. Block 9 of UNIMARC, which is defined for the National Use,
differs for the different subsets of this format and it is adjusted for national
needs. Library software system BISIS is based on the variation of UNIMARC
format which is known as a YUMARC format.
In the form of YUMARC bibliographic records we can store data about
monographs, serials, cartographic materials, music, sound recordings,
graphics, projected and video materials, rare books and electronic resources.
In this paper monographs, journals, collections, articles and scientific papers
are considered. Different processing levels can be defined for each type of
library document. Appendix 1 contains the adopted processing level for
monographic publications according to YUMARC format. Similarly, the
adopted processing levels for other publication types (conference
proceedings, serial publications, paper published in conference proceedings
and journal) are also defined. The next section presents a model for
cataloguing based on the adopted processing level and described in the
Appendix 1.
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3.

Modeling of YUMARC based cataloguing

Cataloguing consists of entering, displaying and updating of the bibliographic
records. The use cases describing publication processing will be presented in
the further text. In order to complete a bibliographic record of a certain
publication, it is necessary to fill in corresponding data for Fields, Subfields
and Indicators depending on the publication type (presented in Appendix 1).
The data can be grouped as follows:
1.
title and physical description,
2.
authors,
3.
other author’s names,
4.
meeting,
5.
publishing,
6.
base publication,
7.
predefined values.
User identification done by the system and selection of a publication type to
be processed precede the cataloguing. In order to be identified, the user
(author of selected publication or librarian) enters a username and a
password. If the inserted data is recognized by the system, user can work
with the application; otherwise user receives the message to try a new
identification. Selection of a publication type means selection among a
monograph, journal, scientific paper collection, or article for processing. After
that, the process of creating bibliographic record for the selected publication
type begins. This process is shown by use case Publication processing.
3.1.

Publication processing

Publication processing consists of several steps shown on the use cases
diagram (Figure 3.1). The use case Publication processing includes the four
use cases: Title and physical description, Authors, Publishing and Predefined
value. It is extended with the use cases Meeting and Base publication, while
the use case Authors is extended with use case Other author's names.
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User

<<include>>
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<<extend>>
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Other authors names

Predefined values

Publishing

Authors

Meeting

Fig. 3.1. Publication processing

3.1.1 Use cases
The use cases representing the model for publication processing are
described in this section.
Use case Publication processing
Use case name: Publication processing
Use case purpose: To create a new bibliographic record for the selected
publication type.
Preconditions: User is logged into the system and the publication type for
processing is selected.
Final conditions: Complete data for the new bibliographic record of the
selected type (by the YUMARC format rules) is stored into the database.
Restrictions: User who inserts the data must be registered in the system.
Main stream:
A. User starts processing a new publication of the selected type
Creation of the document.
B. INCLUSION: use case Title and physical description.
C. INCLUSION: use case Authors.
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D. User has selected the paper collection as the publication type
EXTENSION: use case Meeting.
E. INCLUSION: use case Publishing.
F. User has selected the scientific paper or the article as the publication
type EXTENSION: use case Base publication.
G. INCLUSION: use case Predefined values.
H. Storing bibliographic record into the database.
I. Use case ends.
The user can carry out the steps B, C, D, E and F in any order.
Use case Title and physical description
Use case name: Title and physical description
Use case purpose: To set appropriate YUMARC formatted values for
processing title, ISBN, dimensions and page number(s).
Preconditions: Publication processing use case is started.
Final conditions: Appropriate data is maintained.
Main stream:
A. User inserts title.
B. OPTIONAL: User inserts subtitle.
C. OPTIONAL: User inserts part mark.
D. OPTIONAL: User inserts part title.
E. OPTIONAL: User inserts collection title.
F. OPTIONAL: User inserts number in collection.
G. OPTIONAL: User inserts publication number.
H. User inserts page number.
I. OPTIONAL: User inserts ISBN number.
J. OPTIONAL: User inserts dimensions.
K. Use case ends.
Alternative stream:
Alternative stream trigger: User has selected monograph as publication type.
K1. User chooses one value for monograph category from list of
values.
K2. User chooses one value for hierarchy level from list of values.
K3. Use case ends
Alternative stream trigger: User has selected journal as publication type.
E1. OPTIONAL: User inserts former title.
E2. OPTIONAL: User inserts ISSN number.
E3. User chooses one value for periodicity from list of values.
E4. OPTIONAL: User inserts impact factor.
E5. Reverting to the step J of the main stream.
Alternative stream trigger: User has selected scientific paper as publication
type.
C1. Reverting to the step H of the main stream.
I1. Reverting to the step K of the main stream.
Alternative stream trigger: User has selected article as publication type.
C1. OPTIONAL: User inserts volume.
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C2. User inserts notebook number.
C3. User inserts year.
C4. Reverting to the step H of the main stream.
I1. Reverting to the step K of the main stream.
Use case Authors
Use case name: Authors
Use case purpose: Maintaining data about author/authors.
Preconditions: Publication processing use case is started.
Final conditions: Data about author/authors is maintained (at least one
author).
Main stream:
A. User inserts first-name and last-name for author.
B. User chooses one value for authorship type from list of values
(code book).
C. User marks end of the insertion for one author.
D. Data about author is added into the list of authors for that publication
and shown to the user.
E. User can select inserted author to insert his other name EXTENSION:
use case Other author's names.
F. User repeats steps A-E as many times as there are the authors.
G. Use case ends.
Use case Other author's names
Use case name: Other author's names
Use case purpose: Maintaining data about author's other names.
Preconditions: Authors use case has started. Author is selected.
Final conditions: Other name for selected author is maintained.
Restrictions: Author must be selected.
Main stream:
A. All other names for selected author are shown (if the names are not
previously entered).
B. User inserts other first-name and last-name for author.
C. User marks end of the insertion for other name of the selected author.
D. Data about author's other name is added into the list of other names
for the selected author and shown to the user.
E. User repeats steps B-C/ the B and C steps as many times as there
are the other names of the selected author
F. Use case ends.
Use case Meeting
Use case name: Meeting
Use case purpose: To set appropriate YUMARC formatted values for
processing a meeting.
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Preconditions: Publication processing use case is started. User selected
scientific paper collection as the publication type.
Final conditions: Appropriate data is maintained.
Main stream:
A. User inserts meeting name.
B. OPTIONAL: User inserts meeting other name (short).
C. User inserts meeting location.
D. User inserts meeting number (Arabic).
E. User inserts meeting year.
F. Use case ends.
Use case Publishing
Use case name: Publishing
Use case purpose: To set appropriate YUMARC formatted values for
processing publishing and publication language.
Preconditions: Publication processing use case is started.
Final conditions: Appropriate data is maintained.
Main stream:
A. User chooses one value for country of publishing from the list of
values.
B. OPTIONAL: User inserts republic of publishing.
C. User chooses one value for translation code from the list of values.
D. User chooses one value for language of text from the list of values.
E. OPTIONAL: User chooses one value for language of original from
the list of values.
F. User inserts place of publishing.
G. User inserts publisher.
H. User inserts year of publishing.
I. Use case ends.
Alternative stream:
Alternative stream trigger: User selected journal as the publication type.
H1. Reverting to the step I of the main stream.
Alternative stream trigger: User selected scientific paper as the publication
type.
F1. Reverting to the step H of the main stream.
Alternative stream trigger: User selected article as the publication type.
F1. Reverting to the step H of the main stream.
Use case Base publication
Use case name: Base publication
Use case purpose: To select publication on the highest hierarchy level,
containing scientific paper being processed.
Preconditions: Publication processing use case is started. User has selected
scientific paper or article as publication type.
Final conditions: Base publication is selected.
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Main stream:
A. User inserts part of the name for base publication in order to be
searched/retrieved.
B. List of journal titles is shown.
C. User chooses one value from the list of journal names.
D. Use case ends.
Alternative stream:
Alternative stream trigger: User has selected scientific paper as publication
type.
B1. List of paper collection titles is shown.
B2. Reverting on the step C of the main stream.
Use case Predefined values
Use case name: Predefined values
Use case purpose: To set predefined YUMARC formatted values for
publication.
Preconditions: Publication processing use case is started.
Final conditions: Appropriate data is maintained.
Main stream:
A. Predefined values are taken over (e.g. file, XML, database,).
B. Predefined values (status of the record, type of the record,
bibliographic level, indicator for name, indicator for meeting) are
associated with appropriate elements of the new bibliographic record.
The association is made within the loop specially for each value.
C. Use case ends.
3.2.

Object model

The class diagram given on the Figure 3.2 is the diagram on the base of
which evolves the data model supporting above presented bibliographic data
process. Four class subgroups can be seen on the class diagram: the first
one/subgroup with classes Document, Field and Subfield representing
elements of the UNIMARC formatted record and making core of the model;
the second subgroup is represented by the EmbeddedField class that is
secondary class by which the connections between linking fields and
embedded fields are implemented; the third subgroup consists of code books
CodeAuthority,
CodeCountry,
CodeLanguage,
CodeCategory,
HierarchyLevel, CodeTranslation and CodePeriodicity from which codes are
transcribed for certain subfields; the fourth subgroup contains the User class
that stores data about the users allowed to process publications.
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Document
docID : Integer
title : String
valid : Boolean

CodeAuthority
code : String
name : String
0.. 1

1
0..n
Field
fieldID : St ring
ind1 : Integer
ind2 : Integer
embedded : Boolean
ord : Int eger
1
field

1

embedded
0.. n

0..1

EmbeddedField

CodePeriodicity
code : String
name : String

0..1

0..n

0..n

SubField
1

0..n

0..n

0..n

0..1
CodeTranslation
code : Integer
name : String

0..1
0.. n

s ubfieldID : String
c ontent : St ring
ord : Int eger

0..n

CodeCategory
code : String
name : String

0..n

0..1
CodeLanguage
code : St ring
name : String

0..1

HierarchyLevel
code : String
name : String

0..1
CodeCountry
code : String
name : String

User
authorID : Integer
firstname : String
lastname : String
username : String
password : String

User
Interface

W arehouse
Database

Fig. 3.2. Class diagram for cataloguing

On the class diagram and sequence diagrams that follow there are also
classes: UserInterface representing a communication window between user
and data, Database representing the place of permanent storage for data and
Warehouse representing the place where to takeover the specific data from.
3.3.

Sequence diagrams

Object models for the use cases specified in paragraph 3.1.1 are shown on
the sequence diagrams. Parameters for the methods createField (field, ind1,
ind2) and createSubfield (field, subfield, and content) are values that are
necessary for Field and Subfield definitions respectively. Since Field
Indicators need not be defined, the parameters ind1 and ind2 of the method
createField need not have a value (e.g. createField (010,,)).
The sequence diagram for Publication processing is shown on the Figure
3.3. Method calls are on the arrowed lines. Within the rectangle with mark ref
there is a title of the use case included into the use case Publication
processing. The array of activities extending the Publication processing is
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shown with the mark opt and extension condition written into the square
brackets [ ].

Fig. 3.3. Sequence diagram for the use case Publication processing
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The diagram sequence for use case Title and physical description is on
Figure 3.4. Activities that are optional for execution are shown inside the
rectangle with mark opt. The arrays of alternative activities are shown
designated with the mark alt and a condition written into the square brackets [
].
Within the alternative stream with the condition monograph or paperwork
collection,the method createSubfield (010, subfield, ISBN), while optionally
inserting an ISBN number, has the variable subfield as second parameter. If
the user entered an ISBN number, the value of the variable subfield would be
'a' and the value of the variable ISBN would be the entered number; otherwise
the system would generate the value of the variable ISBN and the value of the
variable subfield would be ‘i’. Analogous to this, within the alternative stream
with the condition journal, the method createSubfield (011, subfield, ISSN),
while optionally inserting the ISSN number, has the subfield variable in the
second parameter position. If the user inserted an ISSN number, the value of
the variable subfield would be 'e' and the value of the variable ISSN would be
the entered number; otherwise the system would generate the value of the
variable ISSN and the value of the variable subfield would be ‘c’.
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Fig. 3.4. Sequence diagram for the use case Title and physical description
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Fig. 3.4. Sequence diagram for the use case Title and physical description
(continuation)
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The diagram on Figure 3.5 describes the use case Authors. Mark loop in
the rectangle represents repetition of the array of activities. In methods
createField and createSubfield the first parameter has value of the variable
field, because its value depends on the number of authors.
Depending on the number of authors, data about them is stored into the
corresponding Fields. If there is only one author, data is filled in Field 700
(Subfields 4, a, b). If there are three authors the most, data about the first
author is filled in Field 700, whereas the data about other two authors is filled
in Filed 701 (Subfields 4, a, b). If there are more than three authors, data
about all the authors are entered in Field 701 (Subfields 4, a, b). For the
authorship type different from author or co-author, data about authors is
stored into Field 702 (Subfields 4, a, b). Depending on which Fields are filled
out, corresponding values for Indicators are attributed to them.

Fig. 3.5. Sequence diagram for the use case Authors

Figure 3.6 describes Other author’s names. As in the case of inputting the
author’s name, the first parameter in the methods createField and
createSubfield has the value of the variable field, because its value varies
depending on the author to whom the other name is related.
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The values of the second name of the authors whose data is entered into
the Field 700 are input into the Field 900; the values of the second name of
the authors whose data is entered into the Field 701 are entered into the Field
901; the values of the second name of the authors whose data is entered into
the Field 702 are entered into the Field 902.

Fig. 3.6. Sequence diagram for the use case Other author’s names

Fig. 3.7. Sequence diagram for the use case Meeting

The use case Meeting is displayed on Figure 3.7.
The sequence diagram for the Base publication is on Figure 3.8.
Depending on which subfield for ISBN/ISSN number is filled out in the base
publication, that Subfield will also be filled out in scientific paper/article
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belonging to the base publication. This can be seen in the second alternative
on the diagram (variable subfield is placed for the second parameter of
createSubfield method).

Fig. 3.8. Sequence diagram for the use case Base publication

The Diagram on Figure 3.9 describes the use case Publishing.
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Fig. 3.9. Sequence diagram for the use case Publishing
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A use case Predefined values is shown on Figure 3.10. The values of the
parameters for the methods createField and createSubfield are taken over
from the file. The data related to Field 001 can be found there.

Fig. 3.10. Sequence diagram for the use case Predefined values

Figure 3.11 describes the algorithm for cataloguing. On the diagram,
beside the classes described in the next section, the class UserInterface can
be seen. The use cases defined earlier in this paper and their sequence
diagrams describe functionality of the user interface.
The Message (method) dataInsertion() represents the insertion of the data
related to the selected type of publication being described. Details for this
insertion are explained in the use cases previously displayed.

4.

Conclusion

Software systems for cataloguing are based on the international standard
formats (UNIMARC and MARC 21) that most frequently support the protocol
for the interchange of bibliographic records. This approach made possible
creation of the international library network which significantly improved
utilization of the ICT in libraries. In order to use these systems the librarians
need specific training in library document cataloguing following the mentioned
standard formats.
Aimed at achieving an input of data on bibliographic publications that would
be as fast and as large-scale as possible, this paper proposes a model of the
cataloguing that does not require specific knowledge of cataloguing formats.
The model, however, provides a resulting bibliographic record fully in
accordance with these formats. This approach is primarily intended for
cataloguing done by non-professional cataloguers (scientists, researchers,
etc.). By using this system, scientific and research institutions can efficiently
and economically create their own electronic catalogues of an accepted
processing level.
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Fig. 3.11. Sequence diagram for cataloguing

The paper presents the model for cataloguing in accordance with the
UNIMARC format. Since the structures of the UNIMARC and MARC 21
formats are similar, the proposed model can also be deployed for the MARC
21 format. The user interface (represented by the use-case diagrams) is
connected to the object model of the adopted format via midleware layer. This
means that any change in the input data set is reduced only to screen form
modification and connecting input data with object model of bibliographic
format. Besides, the proposed model can be implemented as an independent
software component that can easily be integrated with an existing library
software system thus providing for an additional specific bibliographic
processing mode.
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Appendix 1. Monographic publication processing in accordance with
YUMARC format
The detailed description of the adopted processing level in the YUMARC
for monographic publication type is given in this Appendix. The processing
model for monographic type publications, which is presented in Section 3, is
based on the processing level shown here.
In the brackets next to the Field and Subfield names, one can see if they
are mandatory and/or repeatable. If this is not the case, these fields and
subfields are neither mandatory nor repeatable. If existing, predefined values
for Fields, Subfields or Indicators are especially emphasized. The same goes
for the description of determinations of these values if it is possible to
determine them on the basis of other data. A cross processing that relates to
the interdependence of the contents of different subfields is also stated.
Field 001: Record identifier (Mandatory)
Subfields:
$a Record status (Mandatory)
$b Record type (Mandatory)
$c Bibliography level (Mandatory)
$d

Hierarchy level (Mandatory)
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Predefined values:
- Subfields 001a, 001b, 001c are coded,
- Subfield 001a has value 'i' with meaning First insertion of the
bibliographic record,
- Subfield 001b has value 'a' with meaning Text material, printed,
- Subfield 001c has value 'm' with meaning Monograph,
- Subfield 001d has value '0' with meaning Not related with other
bibliographic records or value '1' with meaning At the highest level.
Field 010: International standard book number (Mandatory)
Subfields:
$a
ISBN number
$i
Identifier of the publication, instead of ISBN number (if ISBN number
does not exist)
Cross processing:
- If Subfield 010a does not exist, then Subfield 010i must exist.
Field 100: General processing data (Mandatory)
Subfields:
$c Year of publishing (Mandatory)
Cross processing:
- Year of publishing (100c) must differ from '????' and '9999'.
Field 101: Language of the publication (Mandatory)
Indicator 1: Translation code
0 Original language
1 Translation
2 Contents translations
Subfields:
$a Language of text (Mandatory)
$c Language of original
Cross processing:
- Values for Subfield 101a and Subfield 101c are not equal,
- If Subfield 101c exists, value of the Indicator1 can not be 0 (101 Ind1≠'0').
Field 102: Country of publication (Mandatory)
Subfields:
$a Country of publishing (Mandatory)
$b Republic of publishing
Field 105: Coded data Field – Textual materials, Monographic (Mandatory)
Subfields:
$b Monographic category (Mandatory)
Field 200: Title and statement of responsibility (Mandatory)
Subfields:
$a Title (Mandatory)
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$e
$h
$i

Subtitle
Part mark
Part title

Field 205: Edition statement
Subfields:
$a Publication number
Field 210: Publication, distribution (Mandatory)
Subfields:
$a Place of publishing (Mandatory)
$c Publisher (Mandatory)
$d Year of publishing (Mandatory)
Cross processing:
- Subfield 210d must have equal value as Subfield 100c.
Field 215: Physical description (Mandatory)
Subfields:
$a Page count (Mandatory)
$d Dimensions
Field 225: Series (collection)
Subfields:
$a Collection title
$v Number in collection
Field 700: Personal name – primary responsibility
Indicator 2: Form of name indicator
Has predefined value: 1 with meaning Name entered under surname
Subfields:
$4 Authorship type (Mandatory)
$a Last-name (Mandatory)
$b First-name (Mandatory)
Cross processing:
- If publication has more than three authors, Field 700 is not used.
Field 701: Personal name – alternative responsibility (Repeatable)
Indicator 2: Form of name indicator
Has predefined value: 1 with meaning Name entered under surname
Subfields:
$4 Authorship type (Mandatory)
$6 Connection to other name
$a Last-name (Mandatory)
$b First-name (Mandatory)
Field 702: Personal name – secondary responsibility (Repeatable)
Indicator 2: Form of name indicator
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Has predefined value: 1 with meaning Name entered under surname
Subfields:
$4 Authorship type (Mandatory)
$6 Connection to other name
$a Last-name (Mandatory)
$b First-name (Mandatory)
Field 900: Personal name – primary responsibility (other name)
(Repeatable)
Subfields
$a Last-name (Mandatory)
$b First-name (Mandatory)
Cross processing:
- If other name exists in Field 900, then Field 700 must exist.
Field 901: Personal name – alternative responsibility (other name)
(Repeatable)
Subfields:
$6 Connection to personal name
$a Last-name (Mandatory)
$b First-name (Mandatory)
Cross processing:
- Each 901 Field must have Subfield 6 to connect to appropriate field 701.
Field 902: Personal name – secondary responsibility (other name)
(Repeatable)
Subfields:
$6 Connection to personal name
$a Last-name (Mandatory)
$b First-name (Mandatory)
Cross processing:
- Each 902 Field must have Subfield 6 to connect to appropriate field 702.
The accepted processing levels for other library documents (conference
proceedings, serial publications, paper published in conference proceedings
and journals) are defined in similar way.
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